
Steps for an Architect

Step 1: Get a License 

Step 2: Draw Out What a Building Will Look Like

A license is a special document.  The 

document says the architect has gone to 

school and passed a test. A license says 

that an architect is allowed to design 

buildings. Many jobs require that a person 

has a license. Doctors, teachers, lawyers, 

and nurses all need licenses.  

Architects now draw out what a building 

will look like. Architects have to make sure 

that there will be fire alarms and water in 

the building (for bathrooms and water 

fountains!). Architects also have to draw 

where the stairs, walls, and windows will 

be. 
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Steps for an Architect

Step 3: Get a Permit

Step 4: Build a Building 

Step 5: Getting a Certificate of Occupancy

After architects draw out what a building 

looks like, they have to get a permit. A 

permit is another special document.  A 

permit says that a building will be safe for 

people to be in when it is built. It also says 

that there will be fire alarms and water. 

It is now time to build to build the 

building!

 A certificate of occupancy is another 

special document. It says that a building is 

safe and that people can go inside. When 

you get a certificate of occupancy, your 

store is officially open for people to go in! 

Building Permit
You can now build the building

Certificate of Occupancy 

People can now go in your building. It is 

approved! 



Planning What Your Store Will Look Like

Choose a store you want to build. Circle you choice.

Draw a picture of what the outside of the building will look like.

Store that sells electronics 

Store that sells sports equipment 

Store that sells clothes and accessories 



Planning What Your Store Will Look Like 

How many windows will your store have?  

Note: You must have at least 4 windows

How many doors will your store have? Where will they be? 

Note: Your building needs at least 2 doors.

Remember, you must also have a place for a fire alarm, 

bathrooms, and at least 1 water fountain.


